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Abstract - Communicat ion over unknown Binary 
Symmet r i c  Channels wi th  instantaneous and perfect 
feedback is considered. We describe a universal  
scheme based on a decision feedback strategy. , 
I. INTRODUCTION 
By means of variable length channel codes, a transmit- 
ter and a receiver communicate over a BSC with unknown 
crossover probability E with instantaneous and perfect feed- 
back. At each time the transmitter sends a symbol according 
to the message he wants to send and the feedback it has re- 
ceived until that time. Based on a common stopping rule in- 
volving only the received sequence, the receiver and the trans- 
mitter decide when to decode. Since the decoding time is not 
fixed in advance, the rate of communication is a random vari- 
able which may depend on the channel. We wish to have a 
system whose long term rate comes close to  the capacity of 
the channel over which it is used. The case of non-universal 
schemes is considered in [l]; in [2] feedback schemes are stud- 
ied in general, here we describe a particularly simple scheme. 
One possible strategy is to  use a training sequence to mea- 
sure the channel parameter and then to use a code designed 
for that parameter. However, the error probability of such a 
strategy is controlled by the length of the training sequence. 
Since this length needs to  be negligible compared to the length 
of the information carrying sequence so that no rate is lost, 
the error exponent of such a scheme will be poor. Here we 
consider a strategy that does not use training sequences. 
11. ENCODING AND DECODING SCHEME 
Consider M possible messages. The codebook is obtained by 
generating M infinite sequences { { z z ( m ) } , ~ l } K = l  with the 
zz’s i.i.d. satisfying P r ( z ,  = 1) = PT(z ,  = 0 )  = $. To com- 
municate message m, the transmitter successively sends the 
bits of the sequence z(m) until the receiver decides to decode. 
At time n, having received the sequence y; = yl, . . . , yn, the 
receiver computes M sequences { { z ,  (m)}y=l}g=l  according 
to  z , ( m )  = z,(m) @ y,. Clearly, for the true message m, 
z , ( m )  is a Bernoulli(&) sequence, while for m’ # m, z z ( m ’ )  
is Bernoulli ($). It  follows that in order to  correctly decode 
at  time n, the receiver has to recognize which among the M 
sequences { {z ,  ( m ) } ~ = = , } ~ = = ,  is not generated according to  the 
Bernoulli (f  ) distribution without knowing what E is. 
Here we propose a stopping rule defined by a time-varying 
threshold. At each time n, the receiver computes the em- 
pirical frequencies of the 1’s for each of the M sequences 
{ { z z ( m ) } ~ = l } ~ = l .  Decision is made as soon as any one of 
these empirical frequencies falls below the threshold. This 
threshold is intimately related to  the capacity expression of 
the BSC, and is discussed next. 
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For a BSC with parameter y < f and capacity C(y) = 
In 2 - H(y) the expected codeword length allowing vanishing 
error probability is lower bounded by M. Let us define for 
any 0 5 y < i, Q > 1 and any integer M 2 1, n(a, M,y) = 
[ e l .  Inverting this last function for a fixed Q and M ,  C ( Y )  
define b ( a ,  M ,  t )  = sup{y E [0, i) : n(a, M ,  y) = t } .  It follows 
that for any M and a, the function b ( ~ ,  M ,  .) is defined on 
N n [[w], m), has range in [0,1/2), is strictly increasing 
with limt,,  CY, M ,  t )  = $. The time-varying threshold is 
precisely this b ( a ,  M ,  .). 
Assuming we have a BSC with E # f ,  instantaneous and 
perfect feedback, we have the following decoding algorithm: 
initialization: 
repeat 
decoded message = 0 ,  Q > 1, M 2 1, t = r-1 ; 
Compute {+E:,, z (m)) ,M, ,  ; 
if there exists an m such that 
either 
or + Ef=, z , ( m )  < b(a,  M ,  t )  E:=, z i ( m )  > 1 - 6(a, M ,  t )  
then 
decoded message = m; 
(any such m if more than one) 
endif 
t = t + l ;  
until decoded message # 0;  
output : decoded message  
Note that as Q is increased, the stopping criteria becomes 
harder to satisfy, and thus the rate of the code and the prob- 
ability of error are decreased. Thus, CY is the parameter that 
controls the tradeoff between reliability and rate. The perfor- 
mance of this encoding and decoding scheme is given in the 
following theorem: 
Theorem. By using the above algorithm as the decoding rule 
for a BSC channel with parameter E # !j, any rate below ca- 
pacity as achievable. Furthermore, the average probability of 
error of the ensemble of codes satisfies 
Pr(error)  5 e - n [ c ( ~ ) - ~ - o ( + ) l  
where n is the average decoding tame, C(E) the capacity of the 
effective channel and R = n-l In M is  the long term rate of 
the code. 
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